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than this:
yellows, may the end of the
vear still find you on this side of
the ocean (either one) and the
mud you scrape off your faces
111 California gridirons
c0me fr°
anct not European trenches.
Girls, may this Year of Greed
find you knitting, if knit you
must, little things, not big.
In the words of the World War
ditty, it's a long way to Tipperary, and "for the sake of democLet's keep it that way.
racy."
Thanks, F. D. R.

Mint!

Every once in a while the hu
man mind stumbles onto some
thing just a little bit better than
(he ordinary run of makeshift
ideas, a something which opens
up new avenues of thought, pro
vides a basis for a philosophy of
life which can really weather the
storm.
Not to assume an "I-told-youso" demeanor, but your momen
tary plcaser (?) would like to
reassert that the young collegian
can have no finer stumbling
block thrust in his path than the
Asilomar Conference.
For one
solid week the world-querulous
student is offered the essence of
the best contemporary thought in
a manner which cannot help but
awake even the most lethargic
cerebellum.
(No relation to
Ante Bellum, Oscar!)
We are just back from our sec
ond (and perhaps, last, although
we hope not) Asilomar expe
rience. On second thought, bet
ter capitalize that: Experience
with a capital "E." What we
said a couple of weeks ago still
goes: Every collegian owes him
self an Asilomar.
Top-notcher of the 1939 Con
ference was Dr. Fritz Kunkel,
psycho-therapist late of the Uni
versity of Berlin, now of the Pa
cific School of Religion at Berke
ley.
Leading a round table on "The
Psychology of Religious Living"
(which might have been as aptly
titled "The Way to Right Living")
and discussion groups on menwomen relations and child psy
chology, the effervescent selfsatirizing Herr Professor, more
than any other individual, brought
home the practical value of liv
ing on a non-selfish plane. Selfunderstanding and negation of
the egocentric way of life formed
the basis for Kunkel's amazing
practical philosophy.
But it's impossible to relay the
full significance of a wonderful
week in one column. For fur
ther details, see Hans Stein, for
merly of Vienna, or Bill Villaruz,
from the Philippines, or Charley
Mokiao of Hawaii, or just any
one of us plain home-grown
mongrel Americans. You pit>bably won't have to ask us—we'll
be shoutin' out at you on sight.
No foolin', it was THAT good!
An afterthought: Pacific at
large would benefit enormously
from the appearance of Dr. Kun
kel on this campus for a day of
address and discussion. Kunkel
could give more concrete aid to
the student body in a day than
some of the speakers foisted
upon the PSA In the past could
do in a week. How about it, good
deans?
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Church of the TIGERS TAKE HAWAII
Crossways
BY STORM - Opens Doors
Experiment Made
on Local Campus—

VVith the infant 1940 only five

The rest of the PSA returned
to campus to find the Golden
Tigers licking the salt out of
[ their wounds. The season wound
up Evanovitch-Stevanovitch (as
they say in Moscow—when Stalin
'cts them—or when the Finns let
Stalin)—six wins, six losses, and
one for the referee. Not as golden
as last year, but then Mr. Stagg
didn't have the foresight to start
coaching one year earlier.
Quite a few of the Tig'ridders
have been observed walking
around in circles since returning
to the mainland. A bad case of
Pacific (the Ocean — not the
school) hangover, men, or was it
too much hula-gandering? How'd
>a do, Jo-Babe?
incidentally, Brother McWilllams of the Red Bluff Branch
may now be seen lugging his upw'ards-of-200 pounds around the
court for dear old C.O.P. That
Pineapple climate changed the
ast letter in Hugh.

Hiya, Doc!
Now that football is over and
done with, and with no serious
drain (if any) on the PSA sports
allotment, the stage is set for the
enlargement of the PSA sports
Program—which means BASEfALL. Nineteen hundred forty
mould mean better balanced ath'etic activity to all for-sighted
students and faculty athletic ad
ders. Over the top for the na
°nal pastime!

Attend the First
Church oi the
Crossways

, Perhaps the most original and
unique meeting ever to be at
tempted on the Pacific campus
is the one planned for next
Thursday afternoon, Jan. 11
from 4:40 to 5:30 In the S. C. A!
social hall upstairs.
Students are invited to attend
the initial meeting of a new
S. C. A. interest group, tenta
tively known as the Church of
the Crossways, at which the
speakers will be a Protestant
preacher, a Catholic Father, and
a Jewish Rabbi.
ALL CREEDS
The Church of the Crossways
was organized as an outgrowth
from the interest aroused con
cerning Mr. Irving Goleman's
speech in an October assembly,
in which a need was expressed
for an interdenominational dis
cussion group to bring together
all faiths or creeds.
At the first meeting next
Thursday afternoon in which
Protestant, Catholic, Jew, and
Buddhist alike will participate,
the speakers will lead a discus
sion concerning the aspects that
the different faiths have in com
mon. The group will discuss the
need that the denominations be
more united Instead of so far
apart.
COMMON FAITH
A most important purpose of
the group is to cultivate a tol
erance between the sects, Christ
ians and Buddhists, Protestants
and Catholics, for example.
Church of the Crossways hopes
to create an interest in religion,
as a means of meeting and
understanding problems of young
people today. The group Is an
opportunity for one to discuss
his viewpoints concerning reli
gion and to appreciate the view
points that other students have,
so that all together they can
seek a nearer common goal.
NOT A CLUB
The Church of the Crossways
is not another club being or
ganized on the campus. It will
have no sponsors, officers, or
rituals. Rather it is planned as
a means of drawing together
students who are only interested
in a common goal.
Speakers next Thursday will
be Dr. H. H. Frost from the
Central Methodist Church, Father
Woods from St. Mary's, and
Rabbi J. Aaron Levy from the
Temple Israel. Dick Ulrey Is
chairman for the meeting. A
musical program is being ar
ranged.

Death Valley
Movies in
Assembly
Colored motion pictures of the
College of Pacific Death Valley
tour will be shown at assembly
next Thursday. The pictures
taken in previous years of the
expedition by George Eby, tech
nology professor, have been
shown at various places in North
ern California and have been ac
claimed as excellent photog
raphy. There will be a public
exhibition of the pictures Thurs
day at 8 p. m. in room 111, Weber
hall.
The pictures present an accu
rate account of the college's an
nual expedition to Death Valley,
Mojave Desert, and Boulder
Dam. The dates for this year's
trip are from March 16 to 23,
Saturday to .Saturday of spring
vacation. Anybody is eligible to
go, and senior college credit in
sciences may be obtained if de
sired.
Applications for membership
in the tour are coming in fast
and the same number are signed
up now as were enrolled at the
same time last year. The num
ber of requests indicate the max
imum quota will be reached soon.
Applications and information
may be had at the chemistry of
fice.

Radio Changes
Effective in
February

All radio programs originating
in the C.O.P. Campus Studio will
be heard at their regular times
except the "Besides the Book
shelf" which will be heard at 4:30
instead of 4:45 on Mondays, and
"Our American Music" broadcast
which will not go on the air this
week.
Director John Crshbe 3.nnounced yesterday that Pacific
Symposium would be presented

at 5:00 Tuesday afternoon this
week.

The changes in time will be
necessitated by the recent affilia
tion of the Station KWG with the
Transcontinental network will go
into effect sometime in February.

LITERALLY

Trip Across 'Pacific 1 Made by Rail;
Hawaiians Super-Hospitable
By ALICE RUDEBAUGH
Why is it that Pacific's Golden sion. Mr. Stagg could hardly see
Tiger travelers "don't want to be over his blooms. Native straw
quoted" about their Hawaiian hats colored green with a white
trip? Is It that they are hiding "H" on them were also pre
something from us—something sented. They are used for the
we should know, or is it that same purpose as our dinks.
they're just bashful? Well, draw POLICE ESCORT
your own conclusions.
When they landed, they were
At any rate there seems to escorted through town in police
be one point audibly agreed cars. The mayor welcomed them,
upon. As Olaeta says, "It was there was a big parade and a
wonderful, gorgeous. Everything band. Pacific had taken Hono
is true what they say about lulu by storm!
Hawaii." And, "Doc" Breeden
Hotel Pleasanton, where the
declares, "They have the climate boys
stayed,
had beautiful
and scenery Los Angeles claims grounds. Royal palms, a large
it has."
banyan tree, coconut and banana
TRIP OVER ROUGH
trees proved very handy, for if
the fellows desired coconuts or
bananas—there they were.
Everything was arranged for
the convenience of the Cali
fornia visitors. Cars were placed
at the disposal of the coaches,
and despite the fact that hitch
hiking is against the rule, all the
boys had to do was don their
golden jackets and hold up their
In fact, everything but the thumb. Even the police gave
trip over seemed to be tops. It them rides. (Not officially, of
was the roughest crossing in course).
five years, and proved to be BAREFOOT BOY
Our Pacificites really got in
most unpleasant to all except
Coach and Mrs. Stagg and a few the swing of things by imme
diately "going native." Sandals,
other hearties.
The welcome which the boys brilliant shirts were the style.
received at the dock was the Some like Eric Jacobsen even
most gratifying and exciting went barefooted.
Many affairs were planned for
they've 'ever had. Three tug
boats met the ship and hula them, including a trip around
the Island, a picnic on Waikiki,
and an Hawaiian feast, "Luau,"
which Is eaten with the fingers.

Raw fish, octupus, shredded sea
weed, poi, roast pork, and cocoanut pudding were some of the
delicacies served.
Afterward,
when Stagg was thanking the
Healani team for the meal, he
said, "It was the most delicious,
girls came aboard and danced and mussiest."
-yk*
Continued on Pago 2
for them. Leis were in profu-

PrizesOffered Time Limit on
Skits for
Undergrad
Band Frolic
Poets
Fraternity at Redlands
Sponsors Contest
For 'Versifiers'
Undergraduates in any Califor
nia college or junior college who
feel they must unburden their
souls in verse are urged to par
ticipate in the thirteenth anthol
ogy of college verse sponsored
by the Intercollegiate Fellowship
of Creative Arts. Entries this
year will be edited by the Upsilon
Alpha chapter of Sigma Tau Del
ta, honorary English fraternity
at the University of Redlands.
The editors announce the fol
lowing list of prizes for the con
test. Twenty dollars will be paid
for the best poem entered. Ten
dollars will go to the writer of
the best sonnet.
ADDITIONAL PRIZES
In addition there is offered
ten dollars each to the writers
of poems on these themes, War
and Peace, Religion, Humor, Cal
ifornia, and Nature.
Each person may submit as
many poems as he wishes; how
ever, none may exceed sixty
lines. Two copies of each poem,
typewriten, must be sent, signed
with the author's name, school,
permanent address, and present
address. No poems will be re
turned. No material already pub
lished will be accepted unless
written permission of the pre
vious publisher accompanies the
work. No person will be award
ed more than one prize, and the
contest closes February -20, 1940.
JUDGES LISTED
Judges of the contest will be
Miss Irene Wilde, poet, of Los
Angeles, Mr. Herman Liyesey,
Los Angeles poet, and Dr. Louis
Mertins, Redlands poet.
A limited number of copies of
the completed work will lie avail
able after April 14, 1940. The
pre-publication price is one dol
lar, cash. Address all corres
pondence to "First The Blade,"
University of Redlands, Red
lands, California.
—o
A University of Virginia scien
tist has developed a centrifuge
machine which exerts a force a
million times greater than grav
ity.

"Pop" Sets Ten Minute
Limit on "Riots;"
Gate Again Split
Preparations for "The Year's
Most Popular Program" — the
high-spirited Band Frolic (12th
annual) of 1940—have begun to
cause rackus and rumpus aplenty
around the site of the great
melody and slapstick extrava
ganza which comes due the 19th
of this month. The most-lookedforward-to yearly event is known
to flood the Conservatory audi
torium to the gable-tops with
people from the entire valley
and bay-area, and Is under the
sole sponsorship of Robert B.
"Pop" Gordon and his all-college
concert band of 70 pieces.
TIME LIMIT
One main change in this year's
line-up will be the strict timelimit on skits put on by the
various fraternities and sororities
to ten minutes—no more, and
better less popular appeal seems
to indicate—since at least seven
"riots" are expected to cause
breaking-down of the auditorium
"ankles" before the night's over.
Then, too, this avoids the need
of mattresses and coil-springs;
because the whole program will
be wound up sometime short of
midnight (so guarantees "Pop").
The band concert this year
will start on the strictly legiti
mate (classic) musical-standard,
gradually diverging into firstclass "sakatash" as none other
save Bennett's "Africa to Har
lem" can stir up. The swing
number has been played before
for the student body and popular
demand is the reason for its
being booked again.
GATE IS SPLIT
The small gate-fee for the
Frolic will go towards two
causes this year as always be
fore: paying the bills for grad
uated platform material, and
many other incidentals, and, sec
ondly, for much-needed equip
ment for the concert and march
ing bands. No seats will be re
served, the tradition of "first
come . . ." still standing.
"Pop" says "Come one, come
the other! It's only two-bits, but
Oh My!"
'

Cooperation
Needed - No
False Alarms '
Fire Chief Thompson
Gives His Views on
Situation in Interview
"It is my earnest belief that
the students of Stocktorj Junior
College and the College of Pa
cific are NOT connected with
the barrage of false alarms that
have been occurring lately," com
mented Fire Chief Ralph Thomp
son in a recent interview.
TRUST OF CHIEF
"Although the alarms have
been coming from the college
box, I do not think that college
students would do such a thing
that not only costs literally hun
dreds of dollars but endangers
scores of life with each call."
Since this semester opened, a
"grand" total of five false alarms
have sent the fire apparatus and
police screaming their way to
the campus. Students have torn
after the traffic only to discover
that some prankster had been
busy again. Regardless of the
culprit, a bad light is thrown
on the entire school. The Fire
Department would like to en
list the aid of the students in
helping to unearth some clue to
the identity of the culprits. No
matter how small any informa
tion is of use to the department.
BRUTAL FACTS
"One-fourth of all deaths oc
curring in our service are in an
swer to false alarms. Every
time that an alarm comes from
the campus box, seven pieces of
equipment are taken away from
their stations, what if another
fire should break out necessi
tating their use? All alarms
from public or private institu
tions call for the maximum in
speed, regardless of weather or
other conditions." These are but
a few of the points brought out
by the Chief when asked of the
dangers of false alarms.
The Fire Department has been
indeed open-minded about the
whole affair and has maintained
a fine attitude towards the col
lege throughout. Student body
and college administration offi
cers alike hope that the Stock
ton Junior College and College
of Pacific students will co-oper
ate to their greatest possible ex
tent arid back up the organiza
tion which means so much to the
preservation of life and property.
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N. S. F. A. Votes Against
Paid Student Offices
Drama Is New
Slant on
Bible
"Family Portrait"
Opens January 11
in Little Theatre

Pacific Little Theatre will cele
brate the New Year with the
production of "Family Portrait,"
directed by DeMarcus Brown,
and opening next Thursday
night, January 11 in the first
of three public performances.
FAMILY OT JESUS
"Family Portrait," by Lenore
Coffee and William Joyce Co
wan, is the story of the effect
of Jesus' teachings on the mem
bers of his family. It received
high critical praise in New York
in 1938 and enjoyed a success
ful run of several months on
Broadway.
The central figures of the
drama are Mary, mother of
Jesus, and the four brothers of
Jesus, James, Simon, Judah, and
Joseph. As the play progresses,
the experiences of this group
mirror the life of Jesus from His
early sermons at the Sea of
Galilee to the Crucifixion. At the
same time, the intra-family feuds
and quarrels reflect the difficul
ties of living with a radical
philosopher. Although Jesus Him
self does not appear on the stage,
His teachings and experiences
determine the course of the ac
tion.
CHARACTERS
The all-important role of Mary
is taken by Claribel Coffman, a
veteran of many Little Theatre
productions. The four brothers
are played by A1 Miller as Jos
eph, Jack Holmes as Judah,
Marion Akers as Simon, and
Max Gobel as James. Other im
portant roles are taken by Ruth
Coward as Reba, Joseph's wife;
Lois Wheeler as Naomi, Simon's
wife; and Lillian Kahn as Mary
Cleophas, Mary's sister-in-law.
The remainder of the cast of
over twenty players includes
op
such seasoned performers as Bob
Lanning, Glenn Tanner, Bud
Meyers, Richard Briggs, Elton
Martin, and Carl Gastman.
"Family Portrait" is the third
Little Theatre production of the
Dr. Paul Arthur Schilpp, current season. Tickets and
formerly professor of philoso reservations can be obtained at
phy at the College of the Pa the box office.
cific and now on the faculty
of Northwestern University, has
just edited the first of a series
of volumes analyzing and dis
cussing the thought of the great
est living philosophers.
CRITICAL PRAISE
The first volume, "The Philo
The next lecture of the Lecture
sophy of John Dewey," has been Series will be given by Chester
praised highly by critics.
Rowell Monday evening, January
Idea of the series is to have 15, in the Pacific Auditorium.
every important aspect of the
Mr. Rowell, editor of the San
philosopher's thought discussed Francisco Chronicle since 1932,
by an authority, and then to give will speak on "Current Condi
the philosopher a chance to tions."
Mr. Rowell, who has been a
reply to the comments. This idea
brought Ernest Sutherland Bates, delegate to many national and
in the New York Herald Tri state conventions and has served
bune, to say, "This truly magni on many national and state com
ficent idea deserves a Pulitzer mittees, is well informed on na
tional and political affairs.
prize."
Tickets for the lecture may be
PACIFIC'S VIEWS
While at the College of the obtained for 25 cents for students
Pacific, Schilpp won a reputa and 40 cents for adults, or season
tion as an energetic scholar,' a tickets may still be purchased at
stimulating teacher, and a critic a reduced price.
——
o
of the existing social order.
Dr. Jacoby, undergraduate stu
dent at the time of Schilpp's Town Meeting
stay, remarked in an interview
that Schilpp was more than an Idea Has
armchair philosopher, b e i n g
interested in the vital problems Three Features
of today. In his criticism of the
Last night a group of Pacific
present social order, the econo
mic and the church were focal students met in the S. C. A.
points for much criticism. How building for the weekly meeting
ever, Jacoby concluded, Schilpp of the Town Meeting of the Air
was a firm believer in reli group.
After dinner at 6:00, for which
gion.
there is a charge of fifteen
cents, the group listens to the
weekly radio program, "Ameri
S. C. A. CABIN
ca's Town Meeting of the Air."
A discussion of the evening's
COMPLETION
subject then follows.
All students who are interested
IN VIEW
in attending these meetings are
invited to come next Thursday.
Tomorrow, if Mother Nature
o
permits, sounds of hammering
and sawing will be heard by in
dividuals in the vicinity of Alumni Council
Hogan Dam, because the S. C. A.
The Pacific Alumni Council
cabin is going up.
has set the date for its first
With the construction of the meeting of the year for Sunday,
sides now complete and sheet February 21. The council will
ing laid, the group intends to review the work done last year
finish the roof, as much as by the Alumni Association, and
possible, at its next opportunity especially the efforts of the
to work.
Alumni Living Endowment. An
All who are interested in help GUtline of activities for 1940 will
ing the boys complete the cabin, be projected.
are asked to speak to the chair
All twelve members of the
man of the group, Doug Powell, council are expected to attend
or the faculty advisor, Dr. Har the meeting, which will be held
old S. Jacoby.
on the campus.

Dr. Schil
s
Novel Ic ea
Wins Praise

Editor Rowell
Lectures

Atkinson Joins Majority Opposing
Resolution foF Paying Officers
Hottest issue at the National Student Federation of
America convention held in the closing days of last
year at the University of Minnesota was the question
of salaries for student body officers. Defeat of the reso
lution urging that the policy of payment he approved
•by the national organization was
secured only after a hot fight
REPORTER
and the one major roll-call vote
of the convention, and then only
by the narrowest of margins.
President Ernie Atkinson of
PSA, Pacific's delegate at the con
vention," joined the majority of
the delegates in their opposition
to this suggestion, believing that
payment of student body officers
is a major encouragement to
dirty politics. Most student body
officers do, he found, receive a
regular expense account for use
in entertaining visiting officers
and upon other official studentbody business.
FOR COMPULSION
The convention went on record
by a large majority in favor of
compulsory student-body fees.
Eastern and Mid-western uni
versities, even large state schools
like the University of Minnesota,
have almost universally secured
compulsory student fees. Such
Ho, the PACIFIC WEEKLY expenses seem to be recognized
is not publicizing one of its own as essential to the support of ex
staff members. BILL VILLARUZ tra-curricular activities, and no
acted as Pacific correspondent complaint is made about their
for the "The Cypress," publica interference "with the democratic
tion of the annual Asilomar Con principle of free education."
ference held during the vacation
Tops in entertainment at Min
period.
neapolis was the sleigh ride, a
new experience for the Piedmont
product, President Atkinson.
Temperature
at Minneapolis
ranged from two to ten below
zero, and Ernie didn't even have
ear muffs, a failing which he
still feels in the shape of slight
ly bitten ears. (The PSA prexy
wishes to inform the PACIFIC
WEEKLY that he doesn't even
Twenty-six Attend
have any red flannels, so how
could he pack them last Decem
Conference on
ber for his trip eastward?)
Monterey Peninsula
ENGLISH DEBATER
One of the outstanding person
Pacific's twenty-six delegates
alities encountered at the con
to the Asilomar Student Coopera
vention was the Liverpool Uni
tive Conference, held last week at versity debater, George Bean.
Pacific Grove, returned full of
The English speaker commented
enthusiasm for the S.C.A. prob
particularly upon the fact that
lems on their home campus as
the only place where there is
well as with a new zeal for Asilo considerable talk about our in
mar conferences.
volvement in the present conflict
Leaving December 26th, the is in the U. S. No other nation
Pacific delegates were transport seems to believe that we will
ed to Asilomar on a Newman have another A. E. F.
school bus. Somewhat travelEnglis'h humor was reflected
weary and yet happily expectant in his comment after viewing
for the conference events, the one of the complicated voting ma
delegates from more than a score chines exhibited at the University
of schools and colleges on the of Minnesota, "What I can't un
Pacific coast entered into the derstand about you Americans is
spirit of the cooperative principle how you can be so d—n efficient
and the conclave started off with and yet elect such crooked poli
an enthusiasm and a lift which ticians."
is rarely found in such large
The N. S. F. A. convention
gatherings on the first day.
dragged sometimes, summarized
Atkinson, but its value couldn't
ALL ENTERED SPIRIT
The word "cooperation" be be measured in dollars and cents
speaks the attitude of every dele value. Many new ideas, some
gation attending Asilomar this practical for C.O.P., some not,
year. Not just a few students were the major value of the west
entered into the responsibilities ern trip, he concluded.
and duties of the conference
meetings and committee work
ings, but every one took it upon C. S. T. A. Chapter
himself to see that the job at
hand or the meeting to be at Is Formed
tended was given every support.
Pacific figured prominently on on Campus
nearly every committee of the
An active chapter of the Cali
conference. Mae Weigart, Stub fornia Student Teachers' Asso
Harvey and Margret ffcftipbell ciation has recently been formed
assisted on the Chapel Ocmmit- upon the College of the Pacific
-p
Continued on Page 2 campus. In the past individual
students have held membership
in the state assoctation, but no
REGISTER NOW! local organization existed.
Leslie Roundtree, Pacific stu
dent and Stockton's delegate to
AVOID THE
the State C. S. T. A. meeting
held in Los Angeles, has been
RUSH
elected president of the local
chapter. Vice-president is Mary
Preregistration has started for Jane Dashiell, and Trevor Grif
students of the Stockton Junior fiths is secretary. The faculty
College. Appointments with (TTeir sponsor is Mrs. M. O. Pease.
counselors made through the The purpose of the California
Dean's office, and planning the Student Teachers' Association is
s p r i n g s e m e s t e r ' s p r o g r a m , to promote a professional atti
should be the thought jDf every tude in student teacheis.
Junior College student these days.
Mr. Roundtree, in addition to
Registration books are avail his office as president of the
able in the Registrar's Office, local group, is vice-president of
Room 106, and these books should the state organization.
he taken with the student at the
o
appointed time with his coun
selor.
Norwegian Play
January 25, 26 and 27 have been
set aside for completion of regis Next in Studio
tration for old students. Fees
can be paid, registration books
Rehearsals are under way for
and class cards filed at this time. the fourth production of the Nine
Professor Windmiller, registrar Plays from Nine Nations' series,
for the junior college, announces with Miss Audrey Krasnow di
that students who did not take recting "Rosmersholm," by Henthe Thurstone Psychological and rik Ibsen. The production hits the
Achievement Tests last Septem boards January 25, 26, and 27.
ber, or at any other time, are re
This problem play is represen
quired to take these examinations tative of Norway, and Paul Leonon January 13, 9:00 a. m. to 12:30 hard carries the leading role as
p. m., in the Auditorium. This Rosmer. Joyce Wiggins, Donald
test must be taken before regis McKinley, William Workman,
tration for the spring semester Bruce Morehead, and Virginia
can be completed.
Wright are the supporting cast

Pacificites Are
Prominent
at Asilomar
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FEATURE
Study in Contrast

L e t us, therefore, k e e p before u s w h a t e v e r w i l l
contribute t o peace a n d t h e d e v e l o p m e n t of o n e an
other. — Romans 14:19.

_see Dawn Patrol'
EDITORIAL^
Takes on Wet Weather
-By BASTIAN

Pictured in the cut below are a small fraction of F L Y E R S I N A F O G
the hlitre delegation of loyal Pacificites who saw the
boys off—to Chicago, November 7, 1938. "What a

S+rout Squadron Meets Squalls
in Misty Morning Maneuvers
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Back to school to recupet
th°sefnN ^
was the theme song of
Bv BUFORD BUSH
subjects as Theory of Flight and staunch Pacificite, weighed
m
Its been done! Pacific can now Aircraft History of Aviation,
^yfVAnte
re* 1 /
boast of at least twenty men Digest of Civil Air Regulations by New Year's woes.
f iooKs :uu dob t
/V rfy° "d th
who have solved the problem of Parachutes, Navigation and Met
For a top New Year's
navigation in and around the eorology, Aircraft Power Plants, tion we say more vacationsresoi„
i
local dike system of canals and and Aircraft Instruments.
finals,
,no
eight
o'clocks,
'
f*
a
5
general flood that is the Pacific
1 the
WINGS TO COME
ban on missing links. And s
campus.
Having arrived at and sur
Strangely enough they take a vived the Navigation d^sion
ing of resolutions we hear
esS.^'identf
course in navigation, but its we could use a course on local Miss McCann plans to sta t
/ e*P'r 4.,
scientific nature makes it utterly river piloting—which being be on a program of bigger and t
rwyer ij'S Prlze A
valueless for campus travel. yond the Parachute division, the ter milk shakes. We s„
After all the only good method squadron was permitted the that she keep office hour,
for campus navigation is the privilege of rubbing castor oil, the Cub House ... it might 1 l'
trial and error system with banana oil and sundry similar things easier.
nf g oFTTIe
someone else doing the erroring.
# .®*„al 0
aeronautical compounds i n t o
Resolution of the football t
tU
INFALLIBLE SYSTEM
their shoulder blades to assist Is to bring back more than th* V'i>^tg pacif:
ft
thi"
® r TOF
These men with the Infallible the sprouting of fledgling wings. native girls on the boat 7.'
sorts ()
So, recently, the squadron time. We suggest as a
system are members of Pacific's
all
. . nDeninS
Dawn Patrol," the local squad weighed anchor and took to the Year's rule for the libra
r n
_4fy
ron for the dissemination of ozone for Air School training. election of a cheer leader ' Fortunately for the non-swim things lively, or at least to k*® r1 - ;tp cause v i
aeronautical knowledge.
Their system is going up in ming pilots' peace of mind in the racket at a unified and ^
1
her a Pen
the air!—in the finest of weather the present weather conditions, ulated pace.
Seeing Them Off to Chicago
Resolution
?f ^/maybe
y°U,
for ducks and potential aviators, the planes were small, cabin Women's Hall is to get Un t r and ibay of thi
('•' thin?Kted J
Though their heads may be in monoplanes. Fine thing! Imagine breakfast on Saturday morni
Rally" was the overline, a phrase which caught the
the fog, at least their feet are the pleasure of trying to drain
'fc?..--'" And
and
resolved
by
the
dining
halh!
spirit of Tigertown that day.
puddle jumping. Up in the air off an open cockpit plane. Some
a ban on all students who Chan
Everybody was there—at least, almost everybody.
what
the
same
sensation
could
is also an antidote for attend
ing the regular 6:45 a. m. be obtained by flying a bathtub their minds half-way down a 5!$VdaNFun was in the air—that and the spirit of victory.
One of
ground school. In the current equipped with all the Saturday line (or better, a ban on all w!
Reflecting and partly an outgrowth of that belief
dents).
Resolved
by
Bob
«
'
'
'
t
h
e can
weather there is, of course, a night paraphernalia.
was the 32-0 victory plastered upon a faltering band
Air School involves the com ning is to get a new coat of 2
very fine, almost imperceptible,
distinction between ailment and pletion of thirty-five air hours paint for his touring (?) car »nd^
of Chicago Maroons by Stagg's Tigers.
but not all at one sitting. The a Fisher No Draft System.
cure.
5 "her W"c.
Constrast with that rosy picture the scene early
Sorority Circle expresses a il,.
Squadron
is
taking
the
dose
on
6:30 RISINGS
last December when Stagg's Golden Tigers left for
a weekly basis of three half- sire for the New Year to u
Professor Strout and the squa hour sessions. The first eight its street light burning for P
the sunny Southland and points farther west. It was
dron have been steadily striv hours as an observer are fine least three months thereby
another bright day, but Pacificites were most notice
ing, if not thriving, through the but the remaining 27 with an ting a new record. Gregg Phjj"'
l Bl^
to VER
able by their absence. Twenty or thirty fond parents
Ground School curriculum five observer are something else.
firmly resolves to be kind t,
days a week at an hour of the So it's on to air school with columnists and all other dumb
or even fonder girl friends watched their "beloveds"
dawn when . normal people are all the thrills of tailspins and
PHYLLIS STAB)
depart.
just thinking, thinking, mind fog flying. You even have to animals. We suggest he founds
a SPCC (Society for Prevention
Colorful with the golden jackets of the Tigermen
you, of rolling out much, much, learn to spin your own prop.
thfw^ek
of Cruelty to Columnists) club #¥
»«le otn li PHYLLI:
and exciting for the small band of participants, the
later.
An excellent course! All 72
picture presented a decided contrast to the loud sendao<2 £
During this wet season we can. K
hours of it—if you can visualize
to BUD D<
not help noticing the array of
off given the boys of '38.
72 6:30 risings! Especially to
spooks which issues from Soror. feoMlSwhokn
study—with understanding—such
Lesson for today lies in the potential parallel with
when they see
ity Circje and Women's Hall
Continued From Page 1
the Bengal band of hoopmen. The boys were hot
#'are
coming back
Bandanas, hood^ and all sorts ol
to the five footba
against San Jose. The Bengal supporters were hot
Saturday night after the first
weird new things seem to come
Continued From Page
game was the big dance given
out like the worms at the first itiUGHN, COOPER,
in the stands, rooting loud and long. But if the
by the University. It seems that
and JOHN.'
tee. This group arranged for hint of rain. Expressing her fis
Tigermen slip, and we hope they do not, will PSA
none of our Golden Tigers had
me the only ones v
opinion on the subject,
and
took
part
in
every
meeting
of
supporters remain loyal? Or will they repeat their
any difficulty in obtaining their
By GALEN HARVEY
»t seasick on the boa
worship. The Co-op Council has Smith says "No wonder the
own dates. Dale Halbert, "the
semi-desertion of this year's Golden Tiger varsity?
By DR. TULLY C. KNOLES
©'GS SUGGEST
hibernate
in
winter
when
their
from
Pacific
two
members,
Bev
The new year is definitely boy who rated," had a girl who LOOKING AHEAD
"Fit to Be Tied"erly Meyers and Bill Becker. girl friends won't . . .
Nineteen hundred and forty, by
paid all the expenses.
GIFFORD and BILL I
starting out with a bang as far Coach and Mrs. Stagg were all indications, will be a big one
Vernadine Meyers served with Ever go out on a rainy night
Nineteen-forty is here with a
as the dance-band game is con extensively entertained and hon here at Pacific as well as along wealth of uncertainties. It is a the recreation group, as did Fern Without putting up an inevitable 'At Least You C
Ho"—BEN HAMM.
fight,
Herman, Grant Colliver and
Deserving the support of every serious-mindec cerned. There are more new ored, both at speaking engage the radio rialto. Last year proved year of Presidential election in
"Stop It's Wonder J
Can't
go
out
for
a
leisurely
jog
Alice
Hall.
ments and dinners. The Islanders to be one of great experiences
PSA'er is the new enterprise of the Student Christ bands starting out with terrific hold a deep respect for our for all of us. We look to the America, and the choice of can C.O.P. REPRESENTED
When the air is icy and heavy :UM<DRIVE.
didates and finally of the Presi
press-agentry than ever before,
with log.
"I've Got to Be a Ru
ian Association, the Church of the Crossways.
"Grand Old Man."
new year with a belief that this dent will require clear thinking,
Grant Colliver was elected for
and
the
odds
are
that
most
of
TWO DUCATS—FREE!
year will be even better. Don't clever manipulation, fierce fight a second time to the Y.M.C.A Would rather give herself up fa PilZOMIA.
Envisioned for a long time by idealists within
dead'
'Faithful Forever"
ing, and we hope competent Regional Council. Effie Calder
all churches has been a religious observance in which them will be disbanded before the "Doc" Breeden thinks of Hon- we?
Than forget a bandana to cover
Z.
year is out. Anyhow, while we're olulu as "A big park-like Golden COLLEGIATES ON AIR
udgment.
wood
was
appointed
to
the
Y.
W.
all groups could combine—Protestant, Catholic, Jew
her head
'Bow
Many Tlmes"Gate Park—with people living
on the subject, it's a good time
One of the most pleasant radio The long depression is not C. A. Regional Council. Pacific' Won't go <tp class on a drizzlj
in it." "Doc" likes Hawaii be
ish. Locally the idea was sponsored first by Profes
to announce some of the names cause while there he lived in a experiences of the past year was ended. The employed seem to be Conference Council member was
morn,
"If I Knew Then Wh
enjoying a very high standard Alice Hall. Four delegates from
sor Irving Goleman of the Stockton J. C. faculty.
And
wishes
to
heaven
she'd
never
of the infant combos.
veritable Scotchman's paradise. the program Bill Becker and
lew"
— BOB ADAM
of living—but the gap between
Certainly a worthwhile experiment—and an orig
One evening he and Mrs. Breeden wrote for a group of performing the employed and the unem Pacific were named to the Exbeen born.
SMALLWOOD.
SURE
TO
CLICK
committee,
Dick
Ulrey,
-Jo
inal one for Stockton—is this trial at "commonality,'
decided to go to a show. The students attending the Asilomar
First in public interest is ticket man, seeing "Doc's" gold Student Co-operative Conference ployed is still very wide, and Hamilton, Effie Calderwood and Who thinks that the rain is no
not difference. Success to the Church of the Crossthe army of the unemployed is Fern Herman.
George Auld's crew. This is just acket said, "Oh, we are so glad last week. It was broadcast over
earthly good
not rapidly diminishing.
wavs!
about the only band that your to have you," and handed them KDON, a mutual station at Mon The battle between the idea CYPRESS STAFF
And hides her head in a ghostly
Bill Villaruz, who reported for
terey. A highlight of the pro
hood,
Cutter will forecast as having two loge tickets.
of a planned economy and a the PACIFIC WEEKLY last term
Reports about the boys' be gram was the performance of one
pretty much of an assured fu havior over there have all been Sam Hinton of U.C.L.A., a Ver controlled finance, and free en was elected Pacific's correspond Then gets quite sullen, griped
and mopey
ture. After all, just a year ago good. In the short time they itable "One Man Band." Sam terprise and laissez faire has ent on the conference paper, "The
not yet been won by either Cypress." A large number of When informed she looks lite Forty-Nine Dru
Tn memory of Howard Thurston, 30, chief an this outfit was absolutely tops in were there, they won the re was what you might call a genius, side. This election year may
Dopey.
nouncer of radio station KWG, Stockton, and former the nation under the baton of one spect of all those with whom being able to play a number of not decide the issue, but it will articles concerning the local dele You'd think that she had T. f'phr* EVD°rado' )
they came in contact.
gation
activities
and
personal
simple instruments not only very
Ewnrtu 7o'8mite,
rickets,
College of the Pacific Little Theatre star, the stu late-lamented Arthur Shaw, who The trip back was calm in well but also several at a time. bring out in clear relief the notes reflected his initiative.
Fbll* t0 be fo,
problems,
and
undoubtedly
clari
Asthma
or
distemper,
was
last
heard
of
in
Mexico
City.
comparison with crossing. On He is working his way through
Firat-Class Phan
dents of the College of the Pacific and Stockton
Galen "Stub" Harvey, radio
fy
the
issues.
But the truth is . . .
Junior College pause and pay tribute to his never- There have only been a couple of the same ship were three hula college and was formerly with a
In a world at war America's editor of the PACIFIC WEEKLY, She's scared to death that M
changes in the personnel, and girls who were going to New Major Bowes unit before going to
promoted
and
arranged
for
a
chief contribution should be its
ceasing work for the College of the Pacific and the Auld is just about the best tenor York. They taught many hula
hair will come down.
the southern school. (Read the
broadcast over the Monterey
0N PACIFIC AVE
dances and songs to the boys. Asilomar story for other details.) own housecleaning and the re peninsula station, KDON. With You can't win.
communiy as a whole. All who attend the two col man we've heard around.
storation of prosperity to the
o
Leo
Johnson
was
the
most
The outfit broadcasts quite fre
leges are not aware that he was once one of them, but
the assistance of Bill Becker, who
TBS ON THE AIR
masses.
adept pupil.
wrote most of the script for the
those who did know him were deeply and profoundly quently from the Roseland Ball
-o
College students may now be
room in New York City, and they
ilxedo Rarhkr
show, he presented the Confer Windmiller Gives
able to tune in to more than the
^hocked at his untimely passing. Howard Thurston seem to be clicking in fine style.
Jaysee Students
ence's first radio show, "Asilo
usual
number
of
national
net
was young; he had just placed his foot on the first Their biggest loss, in our esti
mar Varieties." The broadcast Assembly Talk
works for their radio fare. A
Injured
in
rung of his climb to success, but beath often takes mation, is that of the fern chirincluded
talent from Whittier,
new system was introduced to
per, Helen Forrest, who traded
Santa Ana J. C., Cal. Tech, Red- The Junior College Honor Sc
those who are least prepared.
our
ears
last
Tuesday.
The
near
jobs with Kay Foster of the
Collision
lands, Pacific, the University of ciety took over yesterdays1
est station in the new set-up is
The staff of the Pacific WEEKLY wishes to add Goodman crew. The Forrest gal
sembly. Claude Hogan, P *
Hawaii and U. C. L. A.
KYA, and looking over their of
dent of the society, called t
A crash in the early morning
its condolences to the many which have already been is in a class by herself, and it
An
outstanding
contribution
to
ficial
list
of
commercials
it
looks
fog last Wednesday brought in
new members from the audie J
sent to the members of the bereaved Thurston seems that Auld got the worst of
FARyas,
the
broadcast,
as
well
as
to
the
as if some of the best known juries to three Stockton Junior
Mr. L. L. Windmiller
namiiici spoke .
the deal on the switch.
conference entertainment in gen
family, for Thurston was once a member of the
serial
shows
we
know
will
now
College
students.
"Scholarship
w.
Yet another Shaw alumni who
the subject,
be released over this station for
W EEKLY family. "Backstage," a column devoted is venturing forth on a stick
Ernie Haas, Don Hartvig, and eral, was the Waikiki Melodeers, Superstition."
S u Pply M
a
trio
of
Hawaiian
students,
in
the Transcontinental Broadcast Ben Amann, all of Lodi, were
to the events of the Pacific Little Theatre and its waving career is Tony Pastor,
ing System.
hurt in a collision at the Cala cluding Alvin Chang, from Redk , f0r the
personalities, was once headed by this personable scat singer par excellence. Tony
Highlights of their inaugural veras River bridge, just north of lands, Abraham Poe-poe from U.
F|
had a chance to take over the
young man.
—R. G. Shaw band, but, for some un
programs included a talk by our the campus, on their way to their of Hawaii and Charles Mokiao
Nng Ti<
known reason, chose to organize All the boys are hoping that President, an exclusive broadcast morning classes. Haas, the driv from the College of the Pacific.
The
Hawaiian
delegation
was
602 ^CE:
a crew of his own and do it the the leis which they threw into of the football game from the er of the car, and Hartvig suf
head
bruises,
while small, but considering the num
hard way. Here's hoping he the harbor's water will drift Cotton Bowl in Dallas, and a pre fered
back to Hawaii—to the "island view of choice morsels in their Amann's injury, a severe cheek ber of miles the group came, the
makes the grade.
bffi
When you tighten )'<>ur
radio menu for the coming year. laceration, required treatment at conference was enthusiastic in
of
enchantment."
In these troublous times, democracy's strongest RUMOR STAGE
receiving their entertainment.
Elliott Roosevelt, second son of the hospital.
it's a recession.
„ u
o
safeguard against the inroads of totalitarian philoso
In the rumored stage is the
the President of the United States,
When you have no |
According to reports received, RECREATION OUTSTANDING
Th0SE DEI
phies is education. At this very moment the tradi band of Lionel Hampton, ace Joan Robinson
has been elected president of the C. H. Edwards of Stockton has
Pacific's own George Burcham, tighten, it's a depression.
(
81
new radio web. KYA plans to been cited for improper turning '25, was in charge of the recrea
IVhon you
vnn have no P
When
tional values of our civilization are being challenged, jibe man with Goodman. Benny
doesn't seem to think that Hamp 'Nupfializes' —
originate some of the network as a result of the crash.
tion program at the conference. hold, it's a panic.
and the colleges and schools of the country will have ton is going to take the jump,
o—
programs in its own studios in
His classes in folk-dancing were
to assume a more important role than ever before in but the wise guys say that Lionel Pretty Soon
the Examiner Building at 3rd
especially well attended.
Announced during the Christ and Market Streets, San Fran Deans, Registrar
guiding our youth to examine intelligently our cul will be on his own by the first
The New Year's dance, this PACIFIC
of February
mas holidays was the engage cisco, in the near future. Wei
year promoted by the U. C. L. A.
Editor
ture of the past, and more particularly, the events
PHIFER,
Now, on the debit side of the ment of Miss Joan Robinson to come, TBS!
Speak
at
S.
H.
S.
group, was on the theme of "The GREGG
Phone
9-9121
or
2-01
and movements of today."—College of the City ledger, comes the word that Vido Mr. Kenneth Stowell, a former A BRIGHT LIGHT IS OUT
Queen of Clubs."
Decorative
Musso has folded his own combo student of the College of the
of Now York's President Nelsop P. Mead.
James Corson, dean of men ideas conformed to various face BILL BECKER, Ma"f0g
One
of
the
brightest
lights
Pacific.
Phone 9-9121 or 2-2^
in order to join Harry James on
Mrs. Opal Berg Fenix, dean of
Miss Robinson is the daughter along the local radio rialto was women; and Louis Windmiller, and number cards in the deck.
rjl
"Education exists not merely so that the rising- tenor. Musso has been leading
Two
conference
personalities
turned
off
on
December
16th.
The
of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Robinson
Published every ^'paciti'
All Flav
generation may face, discuss, and, if possible, decide bands for a number of years, but of Stockton. The bridegroom's electric current, the vitality of Stockton Junior College regis were caricatured. Mr. Frank the College.year byi„terrd
he just doesn't seem to have the
trar, appeared before a senior
rtonf Association,
Association.
her ^ lifnf
fP^'lI
Ciatjuu.
I
ors
questions basic to political society and human life, stuff that puts them over. We've parents are Mr. and Mrs. W. N life, ceased to be, and the light class of one hundred and ninety Pursell, choir director of the dent
ond class matte:
Whittier
group,
was
cartooned
as
went
out—permanently.
at the Postoffice,
,h
,
Stowell
of
Orange.
ft exists also to provide the highest goods them got a sneaking hunch that he just
Cream
ma, under the Act of M at IP*;,.
The bride-to-be is a graduate of
We were grieved to read and students at Stockton High School
£.lnJ of Spades- a"d Galen Acceptance for nw-i'JOn j„r i" kj
to
selves. It exists to foster moral, intellectual and best stay where he is and forget Stockton High School and attend hear of one of Pacific's most yesterday morning for the pur otub
Harvey was drawn to rep- rate of postage provided i t„0ri»
lh-esh
tion 1103. October 3, l»r'>
ed Pasadena Junior College. She promising sons passing into the pose of explaining educational resent the Jack of Clubs. These October
spiritual growth.
Its results should be a sound about this leader-man stuff.
24. 192^^.^-opportunities offered at Stockton
POLL PICTURE
belonged
also
the
Renison
Club
Great Beyond. A life so talented,
and other cartoonings lined the
character, a disciplined mind, and an elevated
SUBSCRlPTlOjf
In Downbeat's annual band poll, and Order of Rainbow for Girls so friendly, so loyal, and with so Junior College.
wall of Merrill Hall.
According
to
the
three
speak
spirit."—University of Chicago President Robert M. Benny Goodman won the swing
Her fiance attended Santa Ana much future was snuffed out al
$1.50 A
DELEGATION MEETINGS
ers
a
large
proportion
of
the
Hutchins.
crown by a landslide, while Junior College and is a member most as quickly as it was given.
For Advertising Rates.
During
the
early
portion
of
high school graduating class will
Tommy Dorsey took first sweet of Theta Alpha Phi, national dra
We extend our slncerest sym be attending the Junior College most of the evenings, Pacific, like See Manager.
Member
honors. The favorite all-around matic society.
Memo.,
rvgj!
pathies
to
his
family,
to
his
loved
other groups, held their delega- 1939
"The time has come when we must give thought band was that of our old pal,
as freshmen in the spring.
o
e
ones, and to his co-workers. We
tion meetings. Richard Mills,
to men's hearts and not confine our considerations Glenn Miller, who should really
would say, Au Revoir, HOWARD
Still in Harness
1
Farey, the radio casts, tech regional secretary of the Pacific
Kptr,
THURSTON.
so exclusively to men's minds. We have been alto be at the top of the heap by this
Mrs.
Gertrude
Billard,
former
nicians, and studio co-workers— South-west, and Dr. George Hedtime next year. There's no stop
gether too little concerned with our knowledge of ping him once he gets more air English teacher of the College PACIFIC PLANS
we wish you well and promise ley, director of the Pacific School
Editorial Bo»r
We were told by reliable you our whole-hearted support. lor Workers, were prominent
of Pacific, visited friends on the
men. altogether too complacent with the develop time.
campus this past week. Mrs sources that Pacific's radio de
peakers.
Bill
Becker
was
chair
JANET
MoGIfiNIS'j!®^
Next week the Cat's Whisker
Well, that just about winds up Billard also spoke at the Stock partment would expand this
ment of things for men to use and altogether too
BETTY DIXON,. Soch^,
will pay tribute to several tal man of the meetings. One evethe
swing-gadgets
for
this
week.
BOB CONAWAE spo ,
ton Classical Club Wednesday year, that 1940 would be a highly
little concerned with the spirit in which men use
We'll try to get in some disc evening on the subject "Greek significant year for Pacific, dial-y ented studio personalities who
BONNIE SMITH. F®8 * .
them."—Dr. James Pickwell of Brown University.
made 1939 truly a significant one,
cussing during the next session. Anthology."
RAY GROSSE, Urli l18
speaking.
John Crabbe, Art dial-y speaking.
•TERROr.P WALKERBOB BASTIAN. A ^ o y
JESSIE HANNA1. w
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Whist Party
Reveals
Engagement

Uy JANET PORTER

boyfriends aren't good for
tbing else, they really come
Mildred Field of Tau Kappa
'""handy around Christmas, es- Kappa announced her engage
'"ciaHy when the gifts are ment to Paul Potts of San Jose
and if you don't
ised out
a whist party held Friday eve
PF;V; it ask MARGARET HAR- at
ning, December 29, at her home
% and JIMMIE WOOD where in Lodi.
zv got those new ski jackets
A card concealed in the first
or CHARMION CASH where prize revealed the news of the
•'' g0t that jewel case on her engagement. A second announce
v» rs V
f ser—looks interesting, SHER- ment came as a surprise to her
I£ y°u don't see BONl'H~k ' iv'OOD • • •
sorority sisters Tuesday evening,
s
JJIE SMITH around the campus January 2, by the passing of the
Oh,
•V, much you'll know she's traditional box of chocolates.
I rfe lounging in the beautiful
Parents of the bride-to-be' are
of bu tQ „ < " jamas brought back from the
Mr.
and Mrs. G. W. Field of Lodi.
ki». *6*1. ^ Sands express by a certain foot
Parents of her fiance are Mr. and
' ot^S ball player . .. Incidentally BETH Mrs. Jesse A. Potts of San Jose.
nAHLGREN's prize gift came
Mildred graduated from Lodi
from HAWAII . . . And try to High School where she was a
guess if you can where AUDRY member of the Order of Rain
ORADY G°t that new green bow for Girls and the Junior
"" tk l O nveater . . . BETTIE MEYERS is Women's Club. She is now a
turning intellectual on us (a sophomore of the Stockton Junior
">r tll ** ,> ,trange thing at Pacific) by re College.
ceiving fr°m her TONI a book
Her fiance graduated from San
al£ sorts of strange
order • • •
Jose High School and is now em
things are happening like BAR- ployed by the San Jose Branch
ft
""Iflpfl '«l baRA LADDON going to learn of the California Pacific Title
" « »tot ° s hoW to write cause DICK MOR- and Trust Company. He is also
ALL gave her a pen and pencil a member of the National Guard
,,. and maybe you can make organization and the Junior
h>
m set
of this — LES Chamber of Commerce.
s0mething
ghloWLES started BEA McNo definite date has been set
CARL'S silver . . . And those are for the wedding.
ilo»
1
.
b,„
»
*
*
awfully pretty lockets you've got
»«vm ;;
there JANE JORDAN and LOIS
* »•* Jfl jjUGBEE . . . One of the hap
tot
5N piest girls on the campus right
I)
CLARKE who is
5 * * ? n0jUSwt istooOLIVE
rek
happy about a certain
N>w *>>' pin given to her by a certain boy
<h« h,
rt
lrni »J and delivered by good ol' Saint
Nick himself . . .
Wanted—a Man! As Manor
CONGRATULATIONS
v*a
to BILL SCANTLEBURY on his Hall is preparing for one of their
lll<| 5 ^ „ew job . . . to VERNA DUN- numerous social events, this
STAN on her engagement . . . seems to have become one of
n«'Kl?Cf)!thef
h«fJ
l,,,> for
STABLER and their favorite themes.
t0 PHYLLIS
For their formal dance on Jan
JOHNNIE S I N G L E T O N a s
couple of the week . . . t9 a new uary 12 the girls are establish
ing what should prove an asset
w«son,. freshman girl PHYLLIS DODGE,
(
who has been doing all right for to socially minded fellows—a date
'he arraj herself ... to BUD DOYLE and bureau.
III'
fr°m s,
If you aren't lucky enough to
<1 W°men'j DICK LOOMIS who know a good
school when they see one and be asked, fellows, all you need
""I all sou who are coming back next term do is get in touch with Barbara
seem to
,. to the five football players, Stewart, house president. A de
W ns
at the j VAUGHN, COOPER, I J A M S, scription is all that's necessary,
Expressing THOMAS and JOHNSON, who and 'tis said the girls will do the
* subject, n were the only ones who didn't rest.
0 wonder the i
The event Is in charge of Bar
get seasick on the boat . . .
win 'er whent
bara Stewart, Manor Hall presi
SONGS SUGGEST
von't
"Fit to Be Tied"—MARTHA dent. Girls having charge of
on a iny night
committees are Dorothy Kolln,
GIFFORD and BILL HUSSEY.
ff Up an inevfti "At Least You Could Say Marianne Rice, Blanche Rusk,
and Ruthe Crane.
Hello"—BEN HAMM.
»
»
«
for a leisurely jo "Stop It's Wonderful"—STA
r 1* icy and ha DIUM.©RIVE.
"I've Got to Be a Rugcutter"—
Miss Alice Tilton visited Epsi' ntve het sd' Of RHIZOMIA.
"Faithful Forever" — BOB lon Lambda Sigma last Tuesday
morning on her way to Fallon,
bandana to ^ KIENTZ.
Nevada. Miss Tilton was wel
"How Many Times"—JOE TU comed by her sorority sisters and
lass on iH DOR. '
the housemother, Mrs. Flack.
"If I Knew Then What I Know She was returning from her
heaven she'd n !Now" — BOB ADAMINA and home in Phoenix, Arizona, to her
DUB SMALLWOOD.
teaching position in Fallon.
Tf

«CIV

Z**^s

Wanted: by
Manor Hall - M an

Alice Welcomed

that the rain It

Business

od

i>r head in a gta

and

nutte sullen, ffi
'I"

med she looks!

Main

k

El Dorado, Ph. 2-4893

that she had T Poplar &

Yosemlte, Ph. 2-5143
Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

llstrmper,
h Is . • •
.
i to death that
ojrie down.
tn.
o——•" ^ \ \

ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S

•Slier
..ccholsr8^

For Satisfying Haircuts

2014 Pacific Ave.

CORSAGES?
TRY THE

COLLEGE
FLOWER
SHOP

Supply Milk

"On Pacific Avenue"
PHONE 2-6550
Or See
DICK BENTLEY
Campus Agent

OFFICE:
602 S. Center St
Phone: 2-8220

11®"*
1)0 '
u h* r&hfP J

FOR THOSE DELICIOUS

FROSTED MALTS

,

esr

It's

BLEWETT'S

— YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE

•>*,

All Flavors
Ice Cream
Made Fresh
DAILY!

SO \ „»«•'

ART DEPARTS
The exhibit of students work
from the Chouinard Art Institute
of
Grandview, Los Angeles,
which has been up for the past
three weeks, will be taken down
next Friday, January 12.

BOB'S

4? ICE

COAL
Wood

1

^UEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
Lime

LHICK

if

PLASTER
SAND
HOCK
RLAVEL

COLLEGE PINS
AND TROPHIES

FRIEDBERGER'S
339 East Main Street
. . . JEWELERS . . .
For

better

business

positions

H U M P H R E Y S
(Since 1896)

School of Business
Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber .. Stockton

SIBLEY E. BUSH
2302 Pacific Avenue

Snappy Fountain
Service
FREE DELIVERY
Phone 2-2830

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California
Office:
830 S. California

Lubrication By
Roy "Chopper" Cooper

Faculty Are
Also
Recuperating

BRIDE-TO-BE

They come trekking back from
far and wide at the end of Christ
mas vacation to return to class
instruction and other business
matters. Most of the faculty of
the Stockton Junior College and
College of the Pacific vacationed
in cities and towns along the en
tire coast.
Dr. and Mrs. Tully C. Knoles
were an exception to the rule and
entertained most of their family
at home on the campus.
Miss Ellen Deering spent
Christmas vacation in Chico with
her mother. Miss Grace Carter
journeyed to Fresno to enjoy the
company of her brother and his
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Rae B. Carter,
and her brother-in-law and sister,
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Carpenter
of Reedley.
Alameda beckoned to Miss
Gladys Bernerd. A holiday guest
at Beverley Hills was Miss Marie
Breniman who spent the vacation
with her brother-in-law and sis
ter, Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Miller,
frequent visitors of Stockton
with a wide acquaintance here.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fenix
were Christmas guests of the
Fenix family in Richmond. En
tertaining at their Pacific Manor
home were Dr. and Mrs. Roy McCall, who had as their guests Mrs.
McCall's parents from Southern
California.
Miss Theresa Ferster enjoyed
a vacation in Carmel with friends
from Stanford University. In
Seattle over Christmas were Miss
Eleanor McCann and her mother,
Mrs. E. McCann, who were guests
of Miss McCann's brother, Mr.
Richard McCann, and his wife.
Vacationing in Los Angeles
were Dr. and Mrs. Clair C. Olson.
Verna Dunstan, former student of the College of the Miss Mae Shaw journeyed to
Pacific, will marry Lloyd Test also of Stockton in the Ellensburg, Washington, to be
near future. Date for the ceremony has not yet been set. with her parents, and Miss Ruth
Smith spent the holidays with
her parents, Professor and Mrs.
L. Smith, at their Redondo Beach
home.
Among others spending the
holidays with their families were
Mrs. Kathleen Seagraves in Mo
The engagement of Verna Dun
desto and Miss Grace Ward in
stan to Lloyd Elwood Test was
San Jose.
•
* •
announced recently at a colorful
open house at the Dunstan resi
dence in Stockton.
The bride-to-be is the daughter
of Dr. and Mrs. Ernest A. Dun
stan. Her fiance is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ellwood Allen Test,
also of Stockton.
The Asilomar trip over the
Miss Dunstan is a graduate of
Christmas vacation has inspired
the College of the Pacific, where
Miss Lesley Lenore MacLerie
she was prominent in social af the Student Christian Associa of Stockton became Mrs. Oliver
fairs. Her fiance attended Po tion to present a chapel service E. Vanosse, Jr., December 16 at
mona College. No date has been next Tuesday morning dedicated a simple ceremony in Yuma,
set for the wedding.
to Asilomar. Pacific delegates to Arizona.
Future bride and bridegroom
The bride is the daughter of
were honored at a New Year's the conference will be presented
Mrs.
Elsie MacLerie of 1202
eve dinner by Mrs. Test.
during the services, and an at North Hunter Street. Her hus
»
• *
tempt will be made to combine
More than one-fourth of the the intellectual as well as the in band's parents are Dr. and Mrs.
Oliver Vanosse of 1260 West
University of Arkansas student spirational in the messages pre
Vine Street.
body are relatives of graduates sented.
The bridegroom formerly at
or former students of that insti
Clive Mefford will be heard in tended the College of the Pacific
tution.
a cello meditation, and the theme and was a member of Archania.
will be the "Message of Asilo He plans to be a physician and
surgeon upon completing his
mar."
Dr. Noel J. Breed, pastor of graduation from the University
the First Congregational Church, of Southern California medical
Stockton, delivered the devotion school.
al address at the opening chapel
last Tuesday morning. His sub
ject was "The Boundlessness of
God."
Professor Allan Bacon opened
the services with an organ pre
Stockton's Finest
lude, Franck's "Choral in A
Beauty Salon
Minor." A vocal solo was con
Friday, January 5
tributed by Professor J. Henry
New Thrift Dept.
Cosmopolitan Club meeting.
Welton.
Wednesday, January 10
Selected readings from the
Manor
Hall formal dance.
Scripture and a hymn completed
Mu Zeta Rho informal dance.
the service, having as the theme,
Co-op party.
"In the Beginning God."
Saturday, January 13
#
*
*
Epsilon informal dance.
Alpha Theta Tau informal
dance.

DUNSTAN HOME OPENS,
VERNA D EPARTS SOON

Chapel Hears
Message of
Asilomar

Surgeon Sews
Very Tight
Knot -Is Wed

SOCIAL
CALENDAR

Permanent
Waves

$2*50 up

Shampoo And
Fing er Wave

75e

ON THRIFT
TICKET

SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

'

„ *****

"

III

Pizzicato Polka for Brass Quartet
Strauss
Staccato Etude for Brass Quartet
Gault
Eugene Lancelle, Sam Smith, Lois
Wittmeir, Frederick Auch
IV
Allegro Piacevole and Scherzo for
Woodwind Quintet
Pierce
Forrest Honnold, Patricia Rice,
JanQ Gordon, Jeanette Edinger,
George Carlisle
V
Passepied for String Quartet . . . .
•
Beryl Rubinstein
Vernez Cook, Mildred Marsh
Norman Lamb, Clive Mefford
VI
Two Pieces for Woodwind Quintet
.Ropartz
Phil Hood, Otho York, Arthur
Holton, John MacDonald,
Clayton Long
*
*
*

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Fighting Tigers

C
G

(for three trumpets)
Busch
Air and Variations (for three trum
pets)
Handel
Ida Bush, Maxine Broz, Jane GrayGladys Cowan, accompanist
II
Rondo (for four clarinets) ..Pleyel
Gossips (for four clarinets) ..Keith
Thalia Hein, Marjorie Watson,
Bernice Bennetts, E'velynne Ward

BOB'S BARBER SHOP

Ph. 3-0451

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP

for the

<

Contentment

cwmsB

"The Taste Will Tell"

the >u<i

„ h»v *

In keeping with the general
tendency of offering what might
be termed "popular appeal" pro
grams this semester, the Con
servatory presents next Tuesday
at 8:15 p. m. an aggregation
of ensemble musical groups on
the campus auditorium stage
which will play representative
selections from various episodes
in music history, ranging from
classic Handel to the descriptive
"color-harmony" pieces of Ropartz, modern French composer.
All the wind-instrument groups
taking part In this affair, which
comes under the category of
"First Student Recital," have
been coached especially for the
event by Robert B. (Pop) Gor
don, well-known director of the
College Band and instructor in
wind-instruments, w h i l e t h e
string quartet participating is
tutored by Horace I. Brown, Col
lege Orchestra leader and violin
teacher of the music faculty.
In recent years emphasis on
individual development among
band and orchestra members has
been achieved in this "free
gratis" department of the Con
servatory with the aim of higher
musicianship as the goal. The
students and professors, both of
whom "work on their own" in
this enterprise, are reported to
have an interesting, "not too
long," and entertaining program
for the interested campus and
townspeople who are planning
to attend. There is no admission
charge for the program.
The program line-up hasi been
scheduled as follows:
i

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

CHINESE, AMERICAN
LUNCHES — DINNERS

"olleg Hon
'stefdffl

t

BETTY DIXON, Editor

ON PACIFIC AVE.

illerGivei
j|y Talk

—

SOCIETY

Professional Directory
TRY THE—

Forty-Nine Drug Co.

Variety Is
Recital
Feature

Houst^lauity

Mayor Will Soon
Relinquish
Daughter "Gerry"

Mayor and Mrs. Gay E. Crane
of Stockton announced the en
gagement of their daughter, Geraldine Crane, to John Edwin Cyr
Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E.
Cyr of Los Angeles.
The future bride attended the
College of the Pacific where her
sorority was Alpha Theta Tau.
Her fiance attended the Univer
sity of Montana.

"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

PAT DUNLAP

Campus

Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific
448 West Fremont
Phone 8-8613

FOR SMART CO-EDS ...

Finns Get 13 Lucky
Dollars From Jaysee
Coeds' Tea Party

Visit
NEWBY'S
Beauty School
IT'S NEW . . .
. . . IT'S MODERN

^a silver offering was taken for
' the Finnish people.
The contribution, which
amounted to $13.62, was added
to the more than a thousand
dollars which has been donated
by Stockton citizens through a
drive conducted by the Stockton
Record. Hoover has already been
enabled to cable abroad $200,000.
Guests called at the Smith
home between 3 and 6 o'clock
on the afternoon of Wednesday,
December 27. Denise Zapherson,
also a Stockton J. C. student,
and Biddle Frost of Dominican
College poured.
A blazing fire In the fireplace,
a large lighted tree, and decora
i iii ® tions of pine branches and cones
•w
ill M
Lois Archibald, star sopho gave a cheery holiday atmos
more debater, collaborated with phere. The tea table was a gala
co-hostesses Eloise Smith and one in red and silver.
Alice Rudebaugh in a holiday tea
On the guest list were Jessie
highlighted by the silver collec Hannay, Dorothy Comer, Claire
tion for the benefit of the Finn
Emerson, Lillian and Lucille Koish Republic.
watch, Alice Jane Gipner, Merceita Voorhees, Beth Shauer,
Barbara Albertson, Jeanne Marie
Marblestone, Mervel Hammill,
Jean Ferguson, Betty Ann Hick
man, Donna Ferguson, Betty
June Ledbetter, Lucille Mcintosh,
Kathryn Fredericks, Mary Jane
Reed, Betty Pellaton, Beverly
Nuptial vows were taken by Heller, Elizabeth Campbell.
Miss Dorothy Gable and Mr.
Others in attendance were Lil
Gerald Strobridge December 26
lian Buck, Gloria Hopps, Jerry
in St. John's Episcopal church
Bryan, Nadeane Sommers, Eliza
in Stockton.
beth Harper, Jean Rudebaugh,
The wedding was a simple
ceremony with vows exchanged Eleanor Powell, Margaret Ann
before an altar banked with poin Lewis, Louvan Kolher, Luana
Forkner, Bette Hunefeld, Birdie
settas.
Both Miss Gable and her fian Hoskins, Mary Barron, Marge
ce attended the College of the Hulen, Mae Welgart, Betty
Pacific and were prominent in Walsh, Jessie Archibald, Lucille
Chadwick, Georgie Mae Clark,
student affairs on the campus.
The bride-elect is the daughter Catherine Beauchemln, Barbara
of Mr. Hilton J. Gable of Tuol Hughes, Constance Hughes, Jean
umne, where she has been teach Ford, Barbara MacNider, Doro
ing since her graduation in 1932. thy Hull, Frances Hull, Phyllis
Her college sorority was Alpha Griner, Jeanne Dagg, Fern Her
man, Helen Flanagan, Doris
Theta Tau.
Mr. Strobridge, son of Mrs. M. Guernsey, Marjorie McDonald,
H. Strobridge of Lockeford, is Ruby Parson, Mary Elizabeth
now located at Port Chicago. He Kenyon, Joan DeMartini, Bever
attended Lodi High School where ley Ganeles.
Completing the list were Ruth
he attained football prominence
that continued in his career at Ellis, University of California;
Pacific. His college fraternity Genevieve Pope of Lodi; Yvonne
Schroder, San Jose State Col
was Omega Phi Alpha.
lege; Patricia Green, Mills Col
lege; Betty Jane Ingle, Sacra
mento Junior College; and Ne
vada Chalmers, Stanford Uni
versity.

:

HOSTESS

Nuptial Vows
Before - Poinsettas

KNOLES
NOTES

Last week-end Dr. Knoles at
tended a banquet given for the
American Association of Foot
ball Coaches honoring Mr. Stagg
at the Biltmore hotel. Dr. Knoles,
who was a guest speaker, spoke
on the subject, "The Place of Mr.
Stagg in the Development of
Football." Dr. ana Mrs. Knoles
remained for the Rose Bowl
game between the University of
Southern California, Dr. Knoles'
alma mater, and the University
of Tennessee.
Next Tuesday he will journey
to Dinuba, where he will speak
before the Dinuba Forum on
"Thinking It Out—Not Fighting
It Out."
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£ Next Thurs.
§. Fri. and Sat.
On the Stage
u? the year's finest play"

FAMILY PORTRAIT
Tickets on Sale at

Auditorium Box Office
50c, 75c, and $1.00
or by Season Tickets

FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Chester Morris - Anne Shirley
and

"WUTHERING HEIGHTS"
Merle Oberon

SUNDAY-MONDAY
Tex Hitter

"LAW OF THE
UNDERWORLD"
and
Bobby Breen

"BREAKING THE ICE"
with Charlie Buggies

S2L THEATRE

r-797tt]

STARTS SUNDAY
The Tsnne Sisters & Gale
in

Page

"FOUR WIVES"

vrith
Claude Bains & May Bobsdn
LAST TIMES TOMORROW
Karloff the Terrible
in

"THE MAN THEY
COULD NOT HANG"
and

"MISSING EVIDENCE"

Preston Poster & Irene Hervey

Advanced Students

• hi

CLAR-ELISE
DRESS SHOP

Gulliver's Travels

Hosiery, Lingerie, Accessories

"OUR NEIGHBORS
THE CARTERS"

Starts Sunday

Full Length Colored Cartoon

SPORT — AFTERNOON — EVENING

CLARA E. BILLETER

s -

A desire to swell local contributions to the national
Finnish relief fund drive, headed by Ex-President Her
bert Hoover, prompted three Stockton Junior College
coeds, Eloise Smith, Alice Rudebaugh, and Lois Archi
bald, to hostess during the holiday a large tea at which

"Law of the Underworld"

Excellent Work By

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.

I

PAGE 3

2051 PACIFIC AVE.

Fay Bainter - Frank Craven

Sat. - Sun. - Mon.
Richard Green - Brenda Joyce

"HERE I AM A
STRANGER"
—And—
Charles Laughton

"JAMAICA INN"
For Refreshment and Fellowship

THE CUB HOUSE
Your A. W. S. Tea Room
Employing Student Help

"Where Old & New Friends Meet"

SPECIAL PRICES FOR
STUDENTS - - - NOW1
Get Up a Party and Celebrate the Week-end

IT'S

THE FOOD
THE COOKING
THE SERVICE

And REASONABLE PRICES That Make

The OYSTER LOAF GRILL
"The place where the Collegians gather"

21 8. SUTTER ST.

OPEN DAY & NITE

Tues. - Wed. • Thurs. • Fri.
Alice Faye • Don AmeChe

"HOLLYWOOD
CAVALCADE"

u

—Also—

"DEATH OF A
CHAMPION"
Lynn Overman

VJ

U
*]
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Spartans Bow to
s Tiger Hoopmen
N
A
R

By BOB CONAWAY

A current rumor has it that
Foxx, back field ace of the deVolunteered Tennessee team,
once started matriculating at the
University of Southern Califor
nia When Howard Jones failed
to notice the great potentialities
in the lad, he packed his bag and
went to Knoxville, where the
boys took an immediate liking to
him.

Lenahan Stars in Upset Win;
Carruth Sparks Spartans

A packed Pacific gym roared last Tuesday as a scrap
ping straight-shooting Bengal squad of hoopmen nosed
out the favored Spartans from San Jose, 40-38, m a see
saw battle which kept the crowd on the edge of their

irtujal Sports fape
BOB CONAWAY, Editor

GOLDEN TIGERS IN EVEN
BREAK AT HONOLULU

Stockton J. C.
[Trims High
School Teams
Local Boys Make Good
Against Liberty

Tigers Meet San
Jose Broncos
Hobpsters Play Two Games
Away; Spartans Favored

Tomorrow evening will see pother hardw^ b)
The Stockton Junior College
the San Jose Spartans and the Pacific
Varsity extended their winning between
itw Contest,
to be played in the southern city,
Bengals Beat U. of Hawaii Rainbows in
streak to three straight games This
previous one
Opener, Then Healani Club Reciprocates
the night of December 16 in the PrTheaSpartans°may again be pre-game favori^
by trimming
—
•to the home court, „0
The Golden Tigers of Pacific broke into the^wtacoi-1
H^h&hool of Brentstanding Pacific's Tuesaav ^

TOURNEY
FOR J. C.
CUBS

victory. Should the
N
SSd-cSging1tSrniverSai?ye"eHa£wtan°
We I wod 37-14. The game was played
Jumping into an early six-point*
"
~ sweltering Honolulu atmosphere.
San Joseans who were
as a preliminary to the varsity
Unaccustomed to the humidity, the boys played a contest with Sun Lumber.
here return to form, the '
lead, the Tigers saw their mar- iSONORA TILT
f l , tn
»
no
~
gin evaporate into thin air un
rather lackadaisical brand o f *
Although a number of regulars
may well prove to he
ball
the
first
half,
stopping
were missing, Coach Kjeldsen
der the relentless assaults of IS VICTORY
sided game in favor of th
everything coming their way but Thirteenth Game
was able to muster a squad of
eS
team.
Dead-Eye Hal Carruth, who start
V; not
making no substantial gains on
sufficient size to play the ball
KOTTA
TO
IMPROVE
ed out with four field goals, FOR TIGERS
their own part. The, half ended Is Bengal
game nicely.
Lodi, Sacramento Next
seemingly feeling that it was up
Captain Gus Kotta, a
In true mountaineer style the in a scoreless tie, and the men
to him to stop Pacific single- two sons of Sonora, Coach Ralph wound their weary way to the Hoodoo
TWO FIELD GOALS
veteran, is much better thj^j
on Local's Schedule
handed. Half-time found the Francis of Pacific, and Dave Kel locker room. In the opening
„ ,. | Liberty was able to score only
form here indicated, p ^
ior\
ad- Tc^
Bengals bowing under a three- ley of Regis, put their outfits minutes of the second half the
Number 13 lived "P to its I two field goals in the entire game,
DITTO FOR CHRISTMAN
a
. mV V
w><>n f
The Jaysee Cubs are meeting counted for no points. Ha] I
point
handicap,
22-19.
through
their
paces
in
an
interAfter seeing the Trojan pow
Rainbows surprised their visitors __
1ST in their thir- but, because of the superfluity of their first taste of stiff competi ruth was the spark-piUR
sectional game at the Sonora with a lightning pass from punt the Tigers 18-7 « their
erhouse steamroller its merry HIGH POINT HONORS
fouis committed by the Cubs,
team in the previous gam
High School gymnasium, Satur formation and a race of 85 yards teentb and final game o
goalward way over the bewil
were able to ring ten free tosses. tion this week-end when they en ran up an early 8 point!' t h a t t t w o ted »lj
Les
Lenahan,
one
of
the
sopho
season
against
the
pro
essionai
were
able
to
r
g
^
^
^
ter the 20-30 Club tournament at
\Ve father
r. .yeaiH
day, Dec. 30.
dered Vols, It becomes evident
to a touchdown.
was high point man of th, #Kie
In a game that saw two men,
Modesto.
that maybe Jones knew what he more shots, Jacoby, and now
teWH
above 8°'
ning
with
13
tallies.
HURDLER
SS ALSV OOR
rent season th! Junior College
Thirteen junior colleges have
was talking about. However, Francis, are so proud of, proved Dunlap of Pacific and Ingalls of
' f for
i». Xc
Negro flash Johnny
Not
to
be
outdone,
"Bicycle
The
refereeing
and
umpiring
faced
the
Napa
Rough
Riders
in
himself
a
dead
shot
whenever
he
ca
Regis, forced from the floor be
entered
teams
in
the
three-day
Foxx's desperate last quarter
hat
the
at
jg
1
passes came close to rivaling was near the basket. Despite a cause of the four foul limit, a Bill" Thomas in a sensational was not of the best; It had a a preliminary Napa led slight- basketball meet. The locals met showed remarkable ability""
run
carried
the
kickoff
back
for
a
ball-hawk
and
should
lid
CIM
I
'
\
faint aroma of prejudice about ly at the half again because of a favored Salinas Junior college
those of Doyle Nave a year ago. couple of buckets sunk after the Fightin' Tiger machine out
put 11 that old
»£
A fumble alone cost the 1 ennes- whistle had blown for a foul tricked, out-fought and out- Pacific's first score, hurdling a it; in short, it smelled. As for their foul throws. A second half quintet last night. The next to be . threat to the £j1 >s
£aenlbley
see contingent its lone chance to against him, Les sank eleven scored the Regis College Rang group of would-be tacklers who the team, it was without doubt lineup of substitute J. C. players skirmish is scheduled : for 2:00 Short stuff Stu Carter ^
1
P
^ mother wa
points to gain high-point honors ers of Denver, Colorado, to the waited for him on the 50-yard the dirtiest Pacific has been up soon ran up a lead that Napa o'clock today. If the Cqbs came pointer, is a capable si
score.
i his „-,rr used
stripe.
Olaeta
converted.
Carruth.
His
is
a
fast,
against
all
season.
was
never
able
to
overcome.
tune of 45-37.
Also comes news that Paul for the Tigers.
out on top last night, rthey will game. On the conditional
whe"^
J
Pat Dunlap, despite the recur
Christman, Missouri quarterback
The Tigers took the lead with "The Bicycle" turned into a
Jud Atchison, former Texas ^VORK SLOPPY
meet Compton. If they were on cision of these men hangs £
motorcycle
later
In
the
same
throne
ro
who was named on the majority rence of his old habit of commit the first basket and held it
CM
..
. .OHItOf
/Pff ^
The floor work and shooting the lower end of the score, they Tiger NRNANOAFE
prospects. Should"^
we never
nAIeV
of All-American squads, started ting persftnal fouls, showed an throughout the game. Only after quarter and skirted his right Dangerous* at all ^mes,*^ broke
will probably play a Santa Rosa prove effective, a.
PF'
a victory wiiii;
j
0n
at Purdue, but transferred when eagle eye from the free-throw Coach Francis put in a new team end for another score. Pacific away only twice, but that was °f both teams w.as
squad. The finals will be played assured San Jose.
failed
to
convert
and
the
score
'
enough
for
two
touchdowns.
The
many
fouls
were
innocently
cornhe could not make headway with area during the short time he did Regis cut down Pacific^
as the third quarter closed was first score came when the game mitted by the green Cub quinte . Saturday.
\
the Boilermaker frosh team!
COME THE BRONCOS
was in the game. Kenny Rogers, lead; the half ended 21-17. Regis
Pacific 13, Hawaii 6.
• Kn3 is forgive
was but six minutes old; the
In its second game the Junior SALINAS POWERFUL^
opened
the
second
half
with
a
starting center and another of
On Tuesday the
"LOOPF.R" I,ENAHAN
COOPER
GOES
OVER
desperate
rally,
but
it
was
Tiger
second
followed
in
exactly
four
College
marched
to
an
easy
vicf those daysSalinas is said to haye one of! travel to Santa Clara to
With Lester Lenahan currently the maybe - to - become famous night and they soon took over.
The Tigers opened up in the m}nutes
tory over the Turlock High
never warned I
the strongest teams in years. It the mighty Broncos, who k •
leeding the high scorers, one sophomore shots, played a con
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